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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in miaoelectronics have produced small el~ that can be

used for remote dielectric measurements. These miniature sensors are small enough to
be embe&led in a composite panel dwing manufdcture with little distwbance to die
manufacturing process. Small particleboard panels (5 by 4.5 by 0.25 in.) were manu-
factured widi 6 percent polymeric diphenylmethane diisocyanate resin in a laboratory
bot-press. A dielectric ~ was ernbeckled in die core of ead1 panel to measure ~
temperature and dielectric respo~. The curing bebaviCK ofdle particleboard furnish
was also examined using dielectric analysis in a controlled oven and differential
scanning calorimetry. Close agreement was fowxt between the curing response 00tected
by both these techniques. In addition, the curing respoose of particleboard furnish in a
controlled oven was remarkably similar to that seen in situ during particleboard
manufacture \mDg four different platen temperatures. The contri~tioo of rnoistm-e
changes during pressing to the dielectric signal was evaluated. Finally, two different
sensor designs were evaluated 00 a limited OOsis.

ring polymers (2,5), including pbenol-
fonnaldehyde resins (10) and m<Xlified
resorcinol-formaldehyde resins (II).
The objective of this ~ch is to in~
tigate the application of microdielectric
analysis to the study of die curing reac-
tion of isocyanate adhesives as it relates
to the overall mat consolidation process
of particle board

METHODS AND MATERIALS
MICRODIELECTRIC THEORY

The primary objective of dielectric
specb'OScopy is the ob~rva1ion of di-
pole orientation and ion mobility within
a material. Several exceUent reviews on
DEA are available (1,3). Of particular
significance are the fundamental dielec-
tric poperties: permittivity (&') and di-
electric loss (&"). Permittivity is a meas-
ure of the degree of alignment of dipoles
and dielectric loss is a measure of the
energy expended to align dipoles and
b'ansport ions. These parameters are
analogoos to the stof3ge and loss m<xiu-
Ius obtained ftom dynamic mechanical
analysis. Also, it is common practice to
express dielectric data as tan ~, defined
as the ratio of die dielectric loss to per-
mittivity (&" /&') as is done with dynamic
mechanical data. It is important to rec-
ognize diat the dielectric loss parameter
results from 1x)th a dipole tenn and an

the laboratory to in~igate the physical
and chemical processes of die curing
reaction. Extending d1js infonnation to
the cming behavior of the resin in an
actual production environment requires
d1at a nwnber of as~tiODS be made.
Recently, a modified version of dielec-
tric analysis (DEA) has been introduced
that makes in-situ cure monitoring of
thermosetting polymers a reality.
Known as miaodielectric ~py,
die utility of this analytical tool has been
demonstr3ted for a wriety of diennoset-
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The hot-pressing operation is the
focal point for the manu~ of nK)st

wood-based composites. Dm"ing press-
ing, heat is transmitted into the product
through a complicated beat aIxi mass
tr3nsfer process in~lving both conduc-
tive and convective mechanisms
(4,6,8.9). Great stri<b have been ~
in recent years to understand these c0n-
solidation processes through in-situ
monitoring of~-pressing variables. In
particular, internal mat temperature aIxi
moisture histories are stOOied for their
influence 00 ~i~ ctue. Interpreting
the influence of the tJansient hwnidity
and temperature grcIdients within a mat
on adhesi\'e cure has been,at best, specu-
lative.

The importance of a«D1esive ctue to
the integrity of the wood composite is
emphasized by the volumes of research
I'eP<X1S d\at oodress the ~e. For the
most part, this past wort< has been re-
stricted to the controlled environment of
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Figure 1. - Dielectric scan In the controlled oven for particleboard furnish with 6
percent MDI content.

ionic conductivity component (0'), as
follows:

(; x eo)

~:
D = a dipole contribution term

(J) = frequency
&0 = absolute permittivity

At sufficiently low frequenies, then,
cr can be made much larger than the
dipole contribution term and easily
measured.

Dwing the isothermal cure of a ther-
mosetting polymer, dipoles teOO to 0ri-
ent peferentially aloog the field direc-
tion while ions move toward the
electrodes. Initially, the mobility of
these components is very high in the
liquid resin. As the curing reactioo pro-
~ which generates larger complex
molecules, the movement of the ions
and dipoles in the system becomes in-
creasingly restricted. This result is
manifested as longer dipole relaxation
times relati~ to the experiment's cycle
time (fiequency). Eventually, as the dif-
ference between ~ relaxation time and
cycle time in~, the dipoles will
remain Imldomly oriented and ioos will
become alloot immobilized In es~ce,
dielectric data provide informatioo on
material viscosity prior to vitrification
and polymer rigidity in the glassy state.
Theref~, DEA JXe8ents an ~poItU-
nity to characterize the curing reaction
of a thermosetting polymer by mooitor-
ing its rheological transf<Xmation.

h1 the past, the application of DEA
has been limited due to experimental
difficulties that required careful sample
preparation and a high vacuwn environ-

trolled dielectric and calorimetry mea&-
mements.

DIELECTRIC ANALYSIS

DBA ~ performed ~g a Ewnet-
rics System m Micro-Dielectric Ana-
I~ equipped with a mi~-
cootrolled oven. Most measurements
were performed using a low conductiv-
ity seDS<X' and signal cooverter. An inter-
digitated electrode (lDEX) ~ with
a high conductivity signal cooverter ~
used for a single scan. All scans were
perforn\ed at a fi'equency of 100Hz.
Although multi frequency scans are
typically used for cure analysis, a single
frequency ~ necessary to collect an
~ nmnber of data p>ints during
d1e rapid tempe~ changes in d1e
press. Temperature is detected ~g a
Type J thennocouple integJ3ted into d1e
low conductivity sensor. However, a
~~ thennocouple ~ located 00-
jacent to d1e WEX seDS(X".

DEA ~ perforn\ed in both a micn>-
~r-control1ed o~ and in .-nels
during pressing. For controlled oven
scans, 3PIX'Oximately 109 of furnish and
resin ~ applied to the D EA ~ and
placed 00 d1e oven's beating stage. The
fiunisb ~ pres.W;d 00 d1e 8eDS(X" with a
metal plate and screw clamp. A glass
cover ~ placed over the heating stage
to minimize heat I~. Duplicate ~
pIes were tested with oven scans to ver-

ify repeatability.
Small particleboard panels (5 by 4.5

by 025 in.) were manufactured in a 6-
by 6-inch latxntory ~-p~. Panels
were manually funned to a target den-
sity of 45 pcf. The DBA ~r ~
located in the center of d1e ~I after
forming 50 percent (by weight) of d1e
panel. A smaU low density area ~
fonned around the brittle low conduc-
tivity DEA ~ to prevent ~. In
8(klitioo, d1e ~r ~ ~ with a
O.06-inch-thick piece of basswood to
prevent bending in the pres.W;d .-nel.
Th~ steps were ~ necessary for d1e
tough IDEX ~. The panels were
~ at the specified platen tempera-
ture for 15 minutes and were d1en re-
moved fnxn the ~ to cool. The DBA
scan began as the panel was being
loaded into the press. Press closure be-
gan I minute into the DBA scan and ~
completed in approximately 15 sec-
onds. All panels were ~ to ~.

ment Recent technological develop-
ments have avoided many of these OD-
stacles by making it possible to OOild die
electnxie stroct\D"e on an integrated cir-
cuit This microdielectric se~r pro-
vides a fixed sample geometry, signal
amplification, and local temperature
measurement while expanding the
avaiJable measw-emeot frequencies to a
range of 0.005 Hz to 100kHz. Perhaps
the most significant enhancement of-
fered by thiste chnology is die small s~
of the microsensor, which makes data
collectioo from re~ locations possi-
ble. Consequently, microdielectric
analysis provides tremendous opportu-
nities in the area ofdlermoset Cm'e, ~
in tenns of fundamental research efforts
and production quality control.

PANEL MATERIALS

Southern pine particleboard fw11ish
was ~ from commercial ~W'ces
and was maintained at 6 percent equilib-
rimn moisture content (MC) until use.
AIlfumishwasscreenedtoremovefines
and overs (passing 9 and holding 18
Tyler mesh). Ovendried furnish was
prepared in a convection oven at 103"C.
Furnish was prepared to 9 and 12 per-
centMCs by mixing am~amount
of liqujd water with die 6 percent MC
furnish and storing for 24 hours in a
sealed plastic container.

Polymeric diphenylmethane dijso-
cyanate (MDI) (Mondw- MR-5) WM
gJOOua1ly IMided to the particleboard fur-
nish while manually stilTing the mix-
ture. A 6 percent resin level ~ selected
because the resin could not be ade-
quately distributed at lower amounts.
Each panel ~ mixed in single OOtches
immediately prior to pressing. The re-
sidual furnish mixture was used for con-
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points displayed at 75" and ISS"C; 3)
the increase in e" for temperatures
greater than 155" C; and 4) ~ relatively
linear decrease in &,' with ternpemtwe (a
characteristic cooling curve for a fully
cmed polymer).

The early increases in e" seen in
re;gioo I result froo1 ~ in viS(:(»-
ity in ~ liquid MOl resin with inaeas-
ing temperatW'e. Evidence of d1e onset
of cure is ~ . a change in the slope of

the curve at about 50" C, d1e reaction mte
is not ~ enough to C<Xnpletely coun-
teract the temperature-viscosity rela-
tionship. However, in regioo 2, the rapid
P'ogression of cure ~ts in a signifi-
cant decline of e". In this re;gion, e"
consistently decreases with the in.
aeased viscosity and decreased mo-
lecular mobility of the MOl resin and
composite panel. Because this change is
ooIy ~iated with the changes in ~
physical properties of the resin, no direct
interpretatioo can be made regarding the

DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING
CALORIMETRY

Differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) was perfonned using a Perkin
Elmer DSC 2. Small samples of fwnish
(20 mg) were placed in o-ring-sealed,
mediwn-pressure containers for analy-
sis. The samples were scanned from 50'
to 200'C at a heating rate of 10'C/min.
Temperature and beat calibration was
performed ~ an mum ~dard.
Data were recorded on a Sbip recorder
and manually digitizM for computer

analysis.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CONTROU.ED SCANS
A cootroUed DEA scan on particle-

board furnish with a 6 percent MDI
cootent is shown in Figure 1. The di-
electric scan can be divided into fom
distinct regions d1at show: I) the in-
crease in dielectric loss (s") with in-
creasing temperatures less than 7S.C; 2)
the ~ in s" between the inflection

I
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Figure 2. - Differential scanning calorimetry of particleboard furnish wKh 6 percent

MDI content.
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chemistry ofpolyrneric network forma-
tioo (i.e., urethane and ~ 0000 foona-
tion) from this single scan. Simply
stated, the inflection points displayed at
7 5 . and 15 5. C (k';ode d:.e ~ aIki

cuJrninalioo of cme as it is actually
manifested in the panel. Regioo 3 ~ts
mn d:.e softening of d:.e am (~Iid)
MDI resin and wood polymers. The
cooling curve shows the charac-
teristically linear re1atiooship between
the log of s" and tempel3ture for a fully
cmed polymer (region 4). All the ~els
in this study were removed from the
p-ess aM allowed to cool dw-ing the
dielectric scan.

A DSC scan of the particleboard fur-
nish generated mg a similar tempera-
ture history is siX)Wn fcr compari~ in
Figure 2. An exothennic peak located
between 65. and 13 O' C results ftan die
curing reaction of the MDI resin. Note
that the onset of the curing reaction is
observed at ~tialIy the ~ tem-
perature when detennined by DSC u
~pared to DEA H~ver, DEA sug-
gests dW resin cure is not ~plete wtil
a temperature of about 150. C, almost
20.C bey<Xxi that iOOicated by DSC.
This apparent discrepancy can be ac-
counted for in tenns of the cbalv.-
teristics of the two analytical tech-
niques. DSC senses heat flow from
cwing regardless of its infl~ce 00 the
physical JX'Operties of the resin. ~
tioos occUJring early in the cure cycle
(i.e., at low temperatures) produce sig-
nificant amounts of heat, rot have little
influence on developing mechanical
~rties. However, netwm polymers
are typically sensitive to small amounts
of ~linking when ~ density
is low. Therefore, reacti~ occurring
late in the cure cycle may contribute
significantly to increasing physical
properties, but produce little heat. Since
the dielectric sensor measures the mo-
bility of i~ and dipoles in the sample,
it is inherently more sensitive to physi-
cal property changes and, therefore, the
latter stages of cure.

PANEL SCANS
A typical DEA scan during panel

pressing is shown in Figure 3. The panel
was I~ into the p~ and the scan
began at time equal to zero. ~ tem-
perature and s" remained constant until
the press was closed at I minute. Bcth
variables increased during the press
cl~ing time, which was approximately

1:
LMC-9%

.so -2 4-.- -J 1'0 12'. 118
~(~)

Figure 3. - Typical dielectric scan during particleboard pressing
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serve d)e p'eSS cycle, d)e cure relation-
ship is be~ understood when the press

data are presented in a different~.

Figure 4 depicts the same cure data f(X'
four particleboard panels (6% MOl con-
tent) manufactured with identical ~
cycles and different platen tempera-
tures. The data are presented as a func-
tion of temperature, rather than ~
time, f(X'COO1 parison with d)e controlled
DEA scans. The magnitude of &" is in-
fluenced by the mechanical pressm'e

45 secoods. Dming the remaiD(k;r ofdie
pre~ cycle, the panel temperatme as-
ymptotically increased toward the
platen tem~. However, &" coo-
tinuously decreased as the MDI resin
cured. As the platen temperature was
approached imide d1e ~l, small fluc.-
tuations can be ~ in both die core
temperature and &" resulting fn:xn die
on-off tempe~ cootrol in die pess.
CURE KINETICS

Although Figure 3 is useful to ob-
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Figure 4. - Panel dielectric scans for
different platen temperatures (individual
overlaid (solid line) for comparison.
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producing physical contact between the
particleboard furnish and the OEA sen-
sor. Because pessme on the sensor
could not be S1rictly regulated in dJe
controlled and panel scans, the control-
led scan data are vertically shifted. This
vertical shift on the log scale is equiva-
lent to a multiplier OIl a nonna1 scale and
merely serves to amplify the dielectric
signal. This shift does not influence the
temperature-curing reJationship of the
particleboard furnish and is performed
to enhance the comparison of this rela-
tionship between controlled and panel
scans.

It can be seen in Figure 4 d1at d1e
temperature-cure reJationship between
the cootrolled and panel scans are re-
markably similar for the panels pressed
at 140. and 155.C. For the two panels
pressed with an initial platen tempel'&-
ture of 170.C, the magnitude and shape
of the s" curve are again similar to d1e
controlled scans; however, the cure ap-
pears to be shifted to higher tempera-
tures. The apparent increase in cure tem-
peratures with platen temperatmes in
particleboards can be explained using
cure kinetics. In the controlled oven
scans, the furnish was heated at a rate of
10. Clmin. For ~ls with low platen
temperatures, the heating rate inside the
core of the panel was slower than panels
pressed at high platen temperatw'es.

1re relation of the internal ~g rdte
:.xl p1aten~ ~ (3\ be ill~
in ~ ~11ating curves in FIgUre S.
After pre~ c~ (awrox.imafely I to
1-1/2 min.), ~ oore of all ~ls ~
rapidly to ~xint*ly lOO.C. The
~g rate treD d1anges to a nearly 1inear
~ in tem~ wid1 JXes5 time
until the p1atm and axee ~ R
equal. MeaslD"ing d1e sl~ ofdlis portioo
of ead1 ~ auve siX)WS dW ~ ~-
ing l3es roc ~ 140., 155., 170., aI¥i
170./200.C ~ls were 14.0., 13.5.,
22.S. , am 23.2 . Clmin., respectively. Be-

caad}elating"*roc~twohigh
temperature panels was nearly double d1at
of ~ low teInpeI3Ue J81els and ~
(XXltnj1ed O\a1 S(31S, the aD"ingregime is
awarentIy shifted to hi~rtem pemhI"es.
~ shift is adually ~ by d)e
~ in cwing time at ead1 ~
ttR ~ widl d1e higher hearing
~.

To determine if the 170. /200. C
panel was completely cured. d1e platen
ternperaRue was increased to 200.C, I 0Figure 5. - Panel core temperature during hot-pressing
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Figure 7. - Dielectric scans for particleboard panels pressed with wood with 9
percent moisture content. No MDI resin was included in the neat wood panel.
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Figure 8. - Dielectric scans for particleboard panels made with both the low
conductivity and IDEX sensor types.

minutes into the DBA scan. Complete
cme can be 00tected by the presen ce of
region 3 (Fig. 4) where the log &" in-
creases linearly with ternpermue. If the
MOl has not completely cmed, the log
&" will continue to decrease. The DBA
scan in Figure 4 for d1is ~l clearly
shows the p~nce of region 3. The
relatively linear dea'ease of log & with
temperature dwing panel cooling is
similar to d1at ~ in the controlled
oven scan.

INFLUENCE OF MOISTURE

Dielectric constants fc:.: wood are
strongly influenced by MC (12). Differ-
ences in absolute MCs for the wood
conponent would have little inf1~
on detecting ~ive cme in panels be-
cause only the relative change in d1e
dielectric coostants are ofinteresl How-
ever, the deaeasing MC of the wood
component seen during hot-pressing (8)
could ~t serioos conplications fc:.:
using dielectrics to monitor adhesive
cure because the dielectric signal could
be a product of two rnajc:.: factors.

To determine the contribution of
moisture changes during P'e$ing to the
decrease in &" , panels were pressed with
and without (i.e., neat wood) MOl resin
at two different MCs. Figures 6 aI¥i 7
show DBA scans for panels hot-p~
with ovendried and 9 percentMC wood,
respectively. Panels were prepared aI¥i
pressed with neat wood (i.e., without
MOl resin) and 6 percent MOl resin. All
panels were pressed with identical
platen temperatures and press times.

Both the ovelxkied and 9 percent
MC wood panels show a maIked differ-
ence in the de~ of log &,' with P'e$
time. This difference is most pro-
nounced with the ovendried wood pan-
els, indicating that moisture loss in the
wood during pessing is likely to c0n-
tribute to the overall dielectric response
of the panel. This contributioo (k)es ~
however, seem to dominate the dielec-
tric re~ of the panel. This point is
most evident in the similarities between
the controlled and panel dielectric sig-
nals. Despite the inevitable differences
that exist in the moisture changes that
result in the oven samples and particle-
00ard panels, the dielectric signals are
remarlcably similar.

More evidence of the role of mois-
Me in the total dielectric signal can be
seen in Figure 7. The erratic behavior of
the dielectric signal fortemperanues be-
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1<1W lOO.C in the neat wood panels is
clJar3cteri.\1ic of polarizatioo on dle di-
electric ~nsor. The po1ari7ation is likely
caused by dle condensation of water
vapor p~nt in dle particleOOard ~el.
This would indicate a satwlI!ed gas en-
vironment is present in the panels for
these tem~. Kamke and Wol~
ba~ observed sat\D'ated environments
in flaketx>ard panels (8). This polariu-
tion is not readily evident in dle panel
with MDI resin. It is ~ble d1at much
of dle water vapor in dtese panels is
being consumed in reactions widl dle
MDI resin producing polytueas. This
reaction is well known to exist aM
thought to contrirote highly to dle cur-
ing of MDI resin in wood composites

(7).

de p i cts the early stage so fthe press cycle
than the low conductivity sensor. This
difference is likely produced ftom the
decreased polarization on the IDEX
sensor. It is interesting thatthe two scans
converge at the end of the pressing cy-
cle. This could indicate that the IDEX

sensor is less sensitive to moisture
changes than the low conductivity sen-
sor. Ifdifferencesinsensortypescan be
m ore c I early de fined, te cbni quesma y be
developed to use multiple sensors to
depict different phenomena contribut-
ingtopanel formation.

CONCLUSIONS
Microdielectric analysis provides a

valuable tool for in-situ oorectioo of
panel foonati<n The temoique is ~i-
tive to the cure of polymeric MOl resins
in particleboard panels. The dielectric
signals produced fn:m scans ofparticle-
board panels during ~ing were simi-
lar to those produced in a controlled
oven scan with small amounts of fur-
nish. The technique is sensitive to the
cure differences that result with differ-
ent heating rates. This fact must be con-
sidered when comparing the signal pr0-
duced in ~ controlled aI¥i pressing
conditions.

Moisture changes during pressing
contribute to the overall dielectric signal
of particleboard furnish. It is not ~i-
ble to detennine the exact contribution
of moistw'e from this research; however,
seI)S{Y polarization early in the ~
cycle is evident. The dielectric signal
produced with neat wood is substan-
tially different than that p-oduced when
MOl resin is incl\kted. In ~ition. the
similarities between scans produced
from small samples of particleboard fur-
nish cmed at controlled heating rates in
an oven and those hot-pre~ in panels,
supports die theory that the curing of
MDI resin dominates the dielectric sig-
nals seen in this research. The use of
multifrequency scans may provide in-
sight into the role of moisture in future
~.

Qualitative differences are ~ in
the dielectric signals produced from
particleboard panels mooitored using
low conductivity and IDE X mi-
crodielectric sensors. The signals are
similar in the magnitude of the dielectric
loss tenn (&") and temper31UreS care-

sponding to inflection ~ints in signals.
The IDEX sensor produces a more de-
fined signal at early stages oftbe pesoS-
ing cycle and is ~dy less sensitive
to ~larization ftom water vapor.

Although miaodielectric analysis
shows great potential in the in-situ de-
tection of adhesi~ CW'e during pressing
of wocxt composites,lkkIitionai researcll
is ~ to better de fine ~
sucll as ~ type, ftequency of scans,
and response of d1esive type. In addi-

tim. efforts must be mH to inaease
~ scan rate to better detect the early
portions of the pressing cycle.
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The interactions of the resin, mois-
tw'e, and wood to produce the tcxal di-
electric signal is clearly evident in ~
experiments. Combined, these compo-
nents produce an interesting view of the
~el fonnatioo. Separmely, they indi-
cate conbibutions of the individual
components of interest.

SENSOR TYPE
The previous experiments were coo-

ducted with a microdielectric sensorthat
is sensitive to low conductivity materi-
als (OOlk conductivity range - 10-16 to

10-5 Siemens/cm). Other sensors are
commercially available for high con-
ductivity materials (bulk cooductivity
range = 10-8 to 100 Siemens/cm). Also

available as a more rugged, durable al-
ternative is the interdigitated electrode
se~r(IDEX), which canmeas\D'e bulk
cooductivities ranging frtm I 0-14 to 100
Siemens/cm with careful interface se-
lectioo. This particular sensor has an
electrode spacing of .005 inch, ~
pared to an electtode spacing of 0.0005
inch on the low conductivity sensor,
which preventspolarizali on ftom occur-
ring as reOOil y. Also, the increased me-
chanical toughness of this sensor makes
it better suited for high tempera-
tw'e/presSW"e applications and theref~
in~ the panel densities dW can be
studied.

A comparison of the dielectric sig-
nal detected by the conventional low
conductivity and IDEX sensors is
shown in Figure 8. The mEX sensor
produces a signal that more clearly
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